Code
7101612
7101826

ACCESSORIES
QUICK CONNECT SOCKET
56-260 6MM
QUICK CONNECT SOCKET
(56-382) 8MM

RRP
$14.95
$26.95

A 6 Volt charger. Just what enthusiasts
need for vintage British machines and early
model Japanese trail bikes.

XC800 FOR BIKES

AND VINTAGE CARS WITH 6V SYSTEM

7101558

RRP $ 119.95

The XS 0.8 is perfect to keep motorcycle, ATV quad and PWC batteries charged. Like all
CTEK models it is safe to leave connected 24/7. Capable of charging most car batteries.
When full charge is reached the XS 0.8 will switch back to maintenance mode which gives
just enough charge to hold the optimum level. With an RRP well under the price of many
motorcycle, Jet Ski and ATV batteries it can pay for itself when it saves just one battery.

XS 0.8

FOR BIKES, ATV’s, JETSKIS,
BOATS AND CARS WITH 12V SYSTEM
7102094

RRP $ 89.95

Ctek MXS 3.8 12v 3.8amp battery charger. Suitable for small to medium batteries.
The Ctek 3.8 is capable of charging batteries between 1.2 and 80 amp hours. It features a
7 step charge pattern as well as cold weather and motorbike modes. The Ctek MXS 3.8 is
suitable for all lead acid batteries including AGM and Deep Cycle. The Ctek 3.8 comes with
a 5 year warranty.

MXS 3.8 FOR BIKES, ATV’s, JETSKIS,

As well as charging batteries, all CTEK chargers have “pulse” maintenance mode.
Leave them connected to batteries of stored vehicles for months and they will safely hold the charge level to extend
battery life and eliminate starting problems next time your customer wants to take his “toy” out.

BOATS AND CARS WITH 12V SYSTEM. Extra power to fast
charge batteries quickly even when used in cold
climates.
7102824

How green are you? Not only do you save dollars with CTEK, your saving the planet!
Every unserviceable battery you dispose of contributes to the earth’s pollution.
Reduce this waste by extending battery service life with CTEK.
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RRP $ 149.95
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MXS 5.0T

FOR BIKES, ATV’s, JETSKIS, BOATS AND CARS WITH 12V SYSTEM.
Temperature compensation built in!
The MXS 5.0T is an advanced microprocessor controlled battery charger with automatic temperature
compensation built in providing unrivalled performance on batteries from 1.2Ah up to 110Ah. The
MXS5.0 solves a broad range of battery problems and is the ideal charger for the user with high
demands. Features of the MXS 5.0T include diagnosis of battery condition to establish if it can receive
and retain charge, patented automatic desulphation programme and a special reconditioning function
that will revive and restore deeply discharged and stratified batteries. AGM mode is perfect for
maximising performance and life of most Stop-Start batteries. The built in temperature compensation
ensures ideal charging performance even in the most extreme conditions. Patented Float/Pulse
maintenance makes the MXS 5.0 ideal for long-term maintenance.

12V FOR TRACTORS, BOATS, CARS, 4WD’s AND RV’s.
8 step operation. Extra functions include 12V power supply mode which
allows the battery to be disconnected from the vehicle without losing
important configurations. A high output charger popular choice for fast
charging large batteries in caravans, RV’s and boats as well as general
automotive and farm applications.

The MXS10 is suitable for larger batteries over 20 Amp Hour only. While it is not suitable for use on most
motorcycle and ATV’s it is popular for quick charging of larger batteries fitted to tractors, cars, trucks
and boats.
7102096

7102823 RRP $ 179.95

RRP $ 369.95

Some common features on all CTEK chargers
not so common on other battery chargers.

MXS 7.0

12V FOR BIKES, ATV’s, JETSKIS, BOATS, CARS, 4WD’s AND RV’s.
8 step operation. Extra functions include 12V power supply mode which
allows the battery to be disconnected from the vehicle without losing
important configurations.
The XS7000 is suitable for larger batteries over 14 Amp Hour only. In “Supply” mode the output voltage
cuts back to 13.6 volt with a current life to “dead” batteries and this alone can save more than the
purchase price of the charger.
7102884

MXS10

Any CTEK charger is capable of charging all battery types.

These include Wet/Flooded, Maintenance Free, Calcium-Calcium, Gel, Absorbed Glass Mat (AGM).

CTEK’s Smart charge will not damage vehicle electronics means you can charge without the need to

disconnect the battery from the vehicle.

Spark free, short circuit-proof and reverse polarity protected means safe and “Fool” proof.
Input voltage sensor means all CTEK chargers, by automatically adjusting their output voltage, can charge drained and
desulphated batteries even if the mains voltage drops as low as 170 volts.

RRP $ 269.95

Strong, robust, water-resistant housing means CTEK chargers can be safely used outdoors.
All CTEK chargers are supplied with a dedicated charger socket which can be connected to the battery
and mounted on the machine to give convenient connection point for the charger. The sockets can be purchased separately if
needed for additional machines. (Stock code 7101612)
All CTEK models will detect voltage of a battery. Leave them connected 24/7 for months. They charge the
battery to full voltage then automatically cut off at that point. Maintenance mode resumes as required when charge level drops
back.
CTEK backs its products with a 5 year guarantee.

Please read the instruction manual supplied with the charger before connecting it to the vehicle.
Visit www.ctek.com to download manuals and extensive information on CTEK chargers and batteries.
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